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Avalo Lock Tab Replacement 
Tools Required 
#2 Phillips power driver 
 
Installation Instructions 
 

Step 1:  

Lock the brake wheel to reduce cart movement.  
Unlock the cart and remove the drawers.  Remove 
liquids or heavy items from the drawer.  Pull up on 
the left drawer catch and push down on the right 
drawer catch.  Pull the drawer to remove. 

NOTE:  Drawers with Narcotics boxes are 
usually heavier and unbalanced.  Use 
increased care when removing them.   

Step 2: 

Lay down a piece of cardboard or mat large 
enough for the cart to lie on.  With two people, 
gently tilt the cart backwards and lay it on the 
cardboard or mat.  Lock the brake wheel as 
shown. 

 
 

 

Step 3: 

Using the Phillips screwdriver, remove the (3) 
screws from the upper right corner.  This is a cap 
that holds the spring and lock tabs in place. 

Step 4: 

Carefully, remove the cap and spring.  Set aside. 
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Step 5: 

Remove lock tabs by sliding them out the bottom of 
the extrusion.   Depress the lock tabs to move 
them by the drawer slides. 

NOTE:  The bottom lock tab is the smallest.  
The top lock tab is black in color. 

Step 6: 

Install new lock tabs in reverse manner.   

NOTE:  The black lock tab goes in first.  The 
short lock tab goes in last. 

Step 7: 

After all lock tabs are installed, take the cap and 
spring and screw them back onto the bottom of the 
extrusion.  Use a #2 Phillips screwdriver to install 
the screws. 

Step 8: 

Using two people, return the cart to its upright 
state.  Slide the inner guide forward on the drawer 
slides prior to drawer installation.  Install drawers 
by sliding them into the drawer slides.  Verify cart 
function. 

 

 
 
 

If you need any assistance during this process, please feel free to call 
Capsa Healthcare Customer Service at 800-437-6633. 


